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ABSTRACT Voltage sag and harmonic pollution have a serious impact on the medium-voltage premium-
power-supply-required park represented by optical semiconductors, data storage, precision instruments and
biopharmaceuticals. Which makes existing equipment require higher voltage capacity of power electronics,
higher economic cost and compensation performance. In this paper, an Inductive Hybrid Unified Power
Quality Conditioner (IH-UPQC), which is characterized as high integration, reduced DC-link voltage and
satisfactory harmonic isolation of transformer, is presented to realize the bi-directional power quality
improvement for medium-voltage premium-power-supply-required park. First, the three-phase equivalent
circuit and mathematical model are established to reveal the mechanism of harmonic suppression and
voltage regulation. Based on the theoretical analysis, the compound control strategy of series and shunt
Hybrid Active Power Filter (HAPF) as well as the synchronous method sliding Goertzel discrete Fourier
transformation-pre-filtering Phase Lock Loop (PLL) are designed. Then, the main circuit components design
including Double Resonant Passive Filter (DRPF), L-C-R low pass filter and the special designed filtering
winding for implementing inductive filtering method are described. Finally, the performance of IH-UPQC
is validated in 10kV distribution network by MATLAB/Simulink. The simulation results demonstrate that
the IH-UPQC is effective to perform grid voltage regulation, load harmonic current suppression and reactive
power compensation.

INDEX TERMS Inductive filtering method, unified power quality conditioner (UPQC), double resonant
passive filter (DRPF), neutral point converter (NPC), synchronous reference frame (SRF), hybrid active
power filter (HAPF), power quality (PQ), phase lock loop (PLL).

I. INTRODUCTION

Currently, the extensive use of Nonlinear Load (NL) and
increasing penetration of Renewable Energy Generation
(REG) make the medium-voltage premium-power-supply-
required park highly vulnerable to Power Quality (PQ)
problems. As the key component of NL and REG, power elec-
tronic devices are themost responsible ones for abnormal har-
monic currents and reactive demand in distribution network,
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approving it for publication was Zhigang Liu .

whereas they also require ideal supply voltage for proper
operation. The Unified Power Quality Conditioner (UPQC)
can not only compensate harmonics and reactive power, but
also ensure a regulated load voltage, which makes it the most
attractive compensator at distribution network level [1]–[6].

Generally, the traditional UPQC is installed at grid side or
NL/REG side, different UPQC wiring schemes in distribu-
tion network are shown in Fig.1. In Fig.1 (a), the UPQC is
installed at grid side and the NL/REG interfaces with grid via
a special transformer. Assuming that the grid voltage and load
current are distorted, by analyzing the harmonic flowing path
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FIGURE 1. Different UPQC wiring schemes in distribution network.
(a) Traditional UPQC located at grid side, (b) Traditional UPQC located at
NL/REG side, (c) IH-UPQC topology.

in Fig.1 (a), it can be found that the load harmonic current
flows into the special transformer and then induces harmonic
leakage flux in transformer, which inevitably causes a series
of problems to the transformer, such as additional iron and
copper losses, noise, vibration and temperature rise, etc. For
this typical wiring scheme, the UPQC is effective in isolating
harmonics away from public grid and maintaining a regulated
load voltage, but it cannot mitigate the negative effects of
harmonics on the transformer. In Fig.1 (b), the UPQC is
installed at NL/REG side. The special transformer still has to
suffer all the distorted voltages, which definitely introduces
harmonic leakage flux in the transformer. More importantly,
when UPQC is directly parallel with the converter-based
REG, it may results in stability problem according to the
Extra Element Theorem of Middlebrook [7].
UPQC systems can perform, simultaneously, the series–

parallel active power-line compensation by using both series
and parallel Active Power Filters (APFs) [8]. The practical
implementation of a 3P4W distribution system based on
UPQC topology is presented in [9], which can be connected
either in 3P3W or in 3P4W distribution power systems,
to perform active power-line conditioning by dual compen-
sating strategy implementation, while it only suitable for
low voltage system. In [10], a simplified control technique
for a dual three-phase topology of a unified power quality
conditioner is proposed, which has the series filter controlled
as a sinusoidal current source and the shunt filter controlled
as a sinusoidal voltage source and can deal with a well-known
frequency spectrum, while it cannot inherit traditional UPQC

shown in Fig.1 (a) and Fig.1 (b). Literature [11] proposes a
new reduced switch UPQC system topology that comprises
of ten switches to reduce the overall switch count of the
back-to-back UPQC system while retaining its operational
features without any performance tradeoff, while the two
shared switches bear much switching loss. To reduce the
devices voltage requirements, literature [12] presents a topol-
ogy that has a reduced DC-link voltage without compro-
mising its compensation capability and helps to match the
DC-link voltage requirement of the shunt and series active
filters of the UPQC, it also can be applied to higher voltage
situation. To enhance the power quality in the medium/high
voltage distribution power systems and reduce the devices
voltage requirements, a single-phase UPQC based on the
M3C is presented in [13], while it increases control complex-
ity for digital implementation. Campanhol et al. [14], [15]
proposes a single-stage three-phase four-wire grid-connected
Photo Voltaic (PV) system operating with a dual compensat-
ing strategy and feed forward control loop, the three level
Neutral Point Converter (NPC) power circuit gives lower
economic cost and better output performance, while this
system may results in stability problem between loads and
PV system.

Inductive Power Filtering (IPF) method proposed by Li
and Luo can mitigate the negative effects of harmonics
on the transformer and achieve harmonic suppression near
the harmonic sources [16], [17]. The original IPF method
adopts a set of single tuned filters to compensate harmon-
ics, but the performance of these passive filters is limited.
In fact, harmonic suppression conducted by inductive fil-
tering method has been effectively addressed, but very few
of these researches have been undertaken for simultaneous
voltage regulation.

Unlike the aforementioned UPQC wiring schemes, this
article presents an Inductive Hybrid UPQC (IH-UPQC)
shown in Fig.1 (c), which is characterized as high integration,
reduced DC-link voltage and satisfactory harmonic isola-
tion of transformer for medium-voltage premium-power-
supply-required park. The IH-UPQC integrates the shunt
Hybrid Active Power Filter (HAPF) with the Inductive Fil-
tering Transformer (IFT) to implement the inductive filtering
method formitigating the negative effects of harmonics on the
transformer. Moreover, the IH-UPQC has a natural advantage
of damping resonance due to the isolation characteristic of
transformer.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section II
proposes the IH-UPQC topology. Section III establishes
the equivalent circuit and mathematical mode. Section IV
gives Sliding Goertzel Discrete Fourier Transformation
(SGDFT)-based Phase Lock Loop (PLL), the series APF
and shunt HAPF digital control method. Section V. describes
the main circuit components design method. The detailed
simulation cases in 10kV distribution network are con-
ducted in Section VI. Finally, the conclusion is given in
Section VII.
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FIGURE 2. Basic system configuration of the IH-UPQC.

II. IH-UPQC TOPOLOGY

The basic system configuration of IH-UPQC is illustrated
in Fig. 2. The system is composed of an IFT, a series trans-
former, an UPQC consisted of a series APF and a shunt
HAPF, and the premium-power-supply-required applications,
such as wind generation, photovoltaic generation and other
sensitive nonlinear load, etc. The shunt HAPF and series
APF are based on neutral point converter and connected
back-to-back. The passive filter of shunt HAPF is a Double
Resonant Passive Filter (DRPF) which has two resonant fre-
quencies and can bear more voltage, while the output filter
of series APF is a LCR-Low Pass Filter (LPF). The IFT
with YYD wiring has a three-winding structure, its Primary
Winding (PW) is connected to public grid via the series trans-
former, the Secondary Winding (SW) is connected with the
premium-power-supply-required applications, and the Filter-
ing Winding (FW) is connected with the shunt HAPF. The
IFT and shunt HAPF are used to implement inductive fil-
tering method, where the harmonic magnetic potential bal-
ance between SW and FW is reached, which means that the
harmonic leakage flux in SW will be offset by the one in
FW, thus there are few harmonics in the PW. Furthermore,
the series APF is controlled as a non-sinusoidal voltage
source to tackle all voltage-related problems for the load,
such as voltage harmonics, voltage unbalance, and voltage
sag/swell.
Benefited from this integrated configuration, the IH-UPQC

inherits the advantages of traditional UPQC, i.e., it
suppresses harmonics and compensates reactive power
for grid (bus A), and ensure a regulated load voltage
for NL/REG (bus B). Moreover, the IH-UPQC gives
three main special features: 1) high integration; 2) low
DC-link voltage; 3) satisfactory harmonic isolation of
transformer.

III. IH-UPQC OPERATING PRINCIPLE

A. EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT MODEL

According to Fig. 2, the NL/REG, especially current-source
type NL/REG, can be seen as a non-sinusoidal current source
connected in parallel with an impedance. Similar like the
current-source type NL/REG, the shunt HAPF is described
as a non-sinusoidal current source in parallel with its output
impedance. The series APF is equivalent to a controlled
voltage source. Thus, the three-phase equivalent circuit model
for IH-UPQC is established, as shown in Fig.3. In Fig. 2,
us[ab,bc,ca] represent grid line-to-line voltages, uc[ab,bc,ca] rep-
resent line-to-line compensation voltages of series APF,
ul[ab,bc,ca] represent line-to-line voltages of the NL/REG.
In Fig. 3, us[a,b,c] represent grid voltages, uc[a,b,c] represent
compensation voltages of series APF, is[a,b,c] represent grid
currents, u[a,b,c]n1 represent voltages on PW. il[a,b,c] represent
load currents, u[a,b,c]o represent voltages on SW. u[ab,bc,ca]f
represent voltages on FW, i[a,b,c]f represent currents on FW,
ic[a,b,c] represent compensation currents, ir[a,b,c] represent
reference currents of shunt HAPF, iz[a,b,c] represent currents
in output impedance Zo of shunt HAPF. The equivalent
impedances of PW, SW and FW are Z1, Z2, Z3, respectively.
Besides, as the IH-UPQC is installed between high-voltage
power system and low-voltage NL/REG, series transformer
and IFT are both step-down transformer, the ratios are N1: N2
and Ni1: Ni2: Ni3, respectively.

B. HARMONIC CURRENT COMPENSATION

MECHANISM

The shunt HAPF operates to compensate harmonics gener-
ated by NL/REG and make grid current is[a,b,c] sinusoidal.
The detailed harmonic current compensation mechanism
will be revealed in this section. According to transformer
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FIGURE 3. The equivalent circuit of basic system.

magnetic potential balance principle, the currents in three
windings satisfy the following equations:



















Ni1isa + Ni2ila + Ni3iaf = 0

Ni1isb + Ni2ilb + Ni3ibf = 0

Ni1isc + Ni2ilc + Ni3icf = 0

(1)

Also, voltage equations of multi-winding transformer can
be obtained as follows,
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(2)

According to Kirchhoff’s Current Law (KCL), the knot-
voltage equations in FW and knot-current equations can be
written as:



















uabf = izbZob − izaZoa = (izb − iza)Zo

ubcf = izcZoc − izbZob = (izc − izb)Zo

ucaf = izaZoa − izcZoc = (iza − izc)Zo

(3)

Similarly, the knot-voltage equations in FW are given by,






















































isa + isb + isc = 0

ila + ilb + ilc = 0

iaf + ibf + icf = 0

iaf = icf + ica = icf + ira + iza

ibf = iaf + icb = iaf + irb + izb

icf = ibf + icc = ibf + irc + izc

(4)

According to themathematical model expressed by (1)-(4),
grid currents can be deduced as follows:
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(5)

According to equation (5), grid currents are mainly
affected by the primary voltages, reference currents of shunt
HAPF, and load currents in NL/REG. Assuming that the pri-
mary harmonic voltages are compensated completely, i.e., for
harmonic currents, uuah = uubh = uuch = 0. in order to
ensure that no load harmonic currents induct into primary
winding, i.e., for harmonic currents, isa = isb = isc = 0,
the shunt HAPF reference currents (ira, irb, irc) should meet
the following expressions [18]:



































ira =
Ni2

Ni3

(Z3 + 3Zo)

3Zo
(ilc − ila)

irb =
Ni2

Ni3

(Z3 + 3Zo)

3Zo
(ila − ilb)

irc =
Ni2

Ni3

(Z3 + 3Zo)

3Zo
(ilb − ilc)

(6)

Actually, in order to eliminate the adverse effect of Z3
on filtering performance and stability, Z3 is designed close
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FIGURE 4. Block diagram of SGDFT-pre-filtering PLL.

FIGURE 5. Realization diagram of SGDFT.

to zero-impedance, which is the precondition for the imple-
mentation of inductive filtering method. Therefore, reference
currents can be simplified as (7).
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(7)

C. VOLTAGE COMPENSATION MECHANISM

The series APF operates to maintain NL/REG voltages bal-
anced and sinusoidal with the desired amplitude. The pro-
posed series APF regulates NL/REG voltages by
controlling secondary open circuit voltages of IFT. In

no-load condition, secondary open circuit voltages can be
described as,
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(8)

According to the principle of electromagnetic induction
and Kirchhoff’s Voltage Law (KVL), the primary voltages
can be expressed as,
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(9)

Equations (8) and (9) indicate that once primary voltages
deviates from the rated value, series APF will inject series

voltages uc[a,b,c] to promise a regulated load voltage. Com-
bining equations (8) and (9), the reference voltages ucr[a,b,c]
are given by,
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(
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(10)

where u∗
L[a,b,c] are the nominal-NL/REG voltages.

IV. SRF-BASED COMPOUND CONTROL

The proposed IH-UPQC compound control structure is based
on Synchronous Reference Frame (SRF), where the shunt
HAPF and series APF are regulated in an independent way.
The shunt HAPF compensates harmonic current and regulates
DC-link voltage by dual-loop feedback and voltage feed-
forward scheme. The series APF utilizes voltage feedback
and current feedforward scheme to regulate deviated load
voltage.

A. SGDFT-PRE-FILTERING PLL

As both series and shunt HAPF need to keep synchro-
nization with grid, while the traditional SRF-PLL gives
poor performance under non-ideal grid voltage, this arti-
cle introduces a pre-filtering SRF-PLL based on SGDFT.
The block diagram of SGDFT-pre-filtering PLL is illustrated
in Fig. 4. Its structure is composed of three parts: Funda-
mental Positive Sequence Components Separation (FPSCS),
voltage normalization and SRF-PLL. The FPSCS module
uses SGDFT filter [20] and symmetrical component method
[19] to separate FPSC even under abnormal grid voltage.
SRF-PLL is adopted in order to calculate grid fundamental
positive sequence phase. Voltage normalization is employed
to remove the adverse effect of variable input voltage ampli-
tude on SRF-PLL.

In Fig. 4, Tln is used to achieve equivalent transform from
line-to-line voltages to phase voltages, and its expression is,





usna
usnb
usnc



 =
1

3





1 −1
−2 −1
1 2





[

usab
usca

]

(11)
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FIGURE 6. Control diagram of shunt HAPF.

The transformation expressions of abc−αβ, αβ−dq and
voltage normalization are as follows,

Tabc−αβ =
2

3

[

1

0

−1/2√
3/2

−1/2

−
√
3/2

]

Tαβ−dq =

[

cos θ+
p sin θ+

p

− sin θ+
p cos θ+

p

]

,

[

u+
α1

u+
β1

]

=





u+
α /

√

u+2
α + u+2

β

u+
β /

√

u+2
α + u+2

β



 (12)

SGDFT filter has satisfactory filtering ability at the fre-
quencies that are integer times of fundamental frequency.
Its transfer function and realization diagram are shown
below,

GSGDFT (z) =
(

1 − e−j2kπ/Nz−1
) (

1 − z−N
)

1 − 2 cos (2kπ/N) z−1 + z−2
(13)

where k is frequency domain index and N is the sampling
number.

According to the symmetrical component method, funda-
mental positive sequence components u+

α u
+
β are obtained by,

[

u+
α

u+
β

]

=
1

2

[

1 j
−j 1

] [

u′
α

u′
β

]

=
1

2

[

u′
α − qu′

β

qu′
α + u′

β

]

(14)

By the SGDFT-pre-filter, this PLL can operate satisfac-
torily under seriously abnormal grid voltage as long as the
Proportional Integral (PI) gains are properly tuned.

B. COMPOUND CONTROL SCHEME FOR

SHUNT HAPF

Fig. 6 shows the control block diagram of the shunt HAPF.
It consists of six blocks: reference current calculation,
DC-link voltage control, output current control, voltage feed
forward control, Neutral Point (NP) voltage balance and
Carrier-Based Pulse Width Modulation (CBPWM).
The reference current is extracted from the load current by

SGDFT and then calculated according to (7). The DC-link
voltage is maintained at a constant reference value u∗

dc by a PI
controller and the regulated current is overlaid on the reactive
axis. Aiming at tracking the current reference, the Propor-
tional Resonant (PR) controller is designed, its transfer func-
tion in discrete domain can be deduced by impulse invariant

method [21],

Gidq (s) = kpi +
∑

n=6,12

2kins

s2 + ω2
n

impulse invariant
−→

Gidq(z)=Z{L−1{Gidq(s)}}

Gidq (z) = kpi +
∑

n=6,12

2kinTs
(

1 − z−1 cos (ωnTs)
)

1 − 2z−1 cos (ωnTs) + z−2
(15)

where kpi is proportional coefficient, kin is integral coeffi-
cient, Ts is sampling period, mf is duty cycle.
Considering that the dominated harmonic orders in load

current are 5th, 7th, 11th and 13th, the 6th and 12th PR con-
trollers in dq are adopted. Moreover, voltage feed forward
control is employed to eliminate grid voltage disturbances.
The NP voltage balance strategy is realized by modulating
signals reconstruction. The modulation signals are deter-
mined by the variation direction of reference voltage ur[a,b,c],
splitting DC-link voltage deviation and output current [22],
[23], that is,






umap=uap+uaoff umbp=ubp+uboff umcp=ucp+ucoff

uman=uan−uaoff umbn=ubn−uboff umcn=ucn−ucoff
(16)

where um[a,b,c]p and um[a,b,c]n are reconstructed reference
voltages and can be obtained as follows,


























uap+uan=ura−
min (ura, urb, urc)+max (ura, urb, urc)

2

ubp+ubn=urb−
min (ura, urb, urc)+max (ura, urb, urc)

2

ucp+ucn=urc−
min (ura, urb, urc)+max (ura, urb, urc)

2
(17)

uc[a,b,c]off are the voltage deviations expressed by,


















uaoff=kt |udc1−udc2| sign
((

uap−uan−1
)

(udc1−udc2) ica
)

uboff=kt |udc1−udc2| sign
((

ubp−ubn−1
)

(udc1−udc2) icb
)

ucoff=kt |udc1−udc2| sign
((

ucp−ucn−1
)

(udc1−udc2) icc
)

(18)

where kt is regulation factor.
It determines voltage unbalance regulation degree. The

final driving signals are obtained by logical judgment of
modulation signals um[a,b,c;p,n] in CBPWM. The detailed
realization diagram of CBPWM method is shown in Fig. 7.
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FIGURE 7. Detail diagram of CBPWM.

Combining the above strategy with CBPWM, NP voltage can
be well balanced.

C. COMPOUND CONTROL SCHEME FOR SERIES HAPF

Fig. 8 shows the detailed control block diagram for series
APF. The control scheme of series APF contains four blocks:
reference voltage calculation, output voltage control, current
feedforward control and CBPWM.
According to (10), the reference voltages ucr[a,b,c] are

deduced by grid voltages us[ab,ca] and desired load volt-
ages u∗

L[a,b,c], which are calculated by fundamental positive
sequence phase θ+

p and nominal load phase voltage amplitude
u∗
ln. Similar like the current control of shunt HAPF, 6th and
12th PR controllers expressed as Gudq(z) are employed to
track the reference voltages. The current feedforward control
is also adopted to eliminate theNL/REG current disturbances.
Different from shunt HAPF, series APF is not responsible
for regulating DC-link and NP voltage. Therefore, there is no
need to modify its reference voltage, i.e., uma of series APF
acts the same role as umap and uman of shunt HAPF, so as to
umb and umc.

V. MAIN CIRCUIT COMPONENTS DESIGN

In principle, harmonic suppression of NL/REG is performed
mainly by passive filter of shunt HAPF coordinated with zero
impedance designed FW, the active part is responsible for fil-
tering performance improvement. While the voltage regula-
tion is accomplished by active part of series APF, the passive
filter only acts as an output filter. These passive components
design are discussed in the following subsections.

A. ZERO IMPEDANCE DESIGN OF FILTERING

WINDING

According to the analysis in Section III-B, zero impedance
design of FW is the precondition to implement inductive
filtering method. Thus, practical design method must be
introduced [18]. It is known that the equivalent impedance of
transformer can be calculated by the short-circuit impedance,
that is,

Z3 =
1

2
(Z13 + Z23 − Z12) (19)

where Z12, Z13, Z23 are short circuit impedance between PW
and SW, PW and FW, SW and FW, respectively.
The percentage of short-circuit impedance is proportional

to the geometry size of windings and the isolation distance
between the two corresponding windings. The geometry
size of windings are fixed within a certain scale in trans-

former design. Thus, the desired equivalent impedance can
be achieved by adjusting isolation distance. According to the
special transformer design theory [24], equivalent impedance
Z3 can be simplified as Z3 = kx(d13 + d23 − d12), where
d13, d23 and d12 are the isolation distances between PW and
FW, SW and FW, PW and FW, respectively. Obviously, if
isolation distance satisfies this condition d13+d23 = d12, zero
impedance can be achieved [18]. Fig. 9 shows the winding
arrangement of the IFT.

B. DRPF DESIGN FOR SHUNT HAPF

The DRPF which can be equal to two shunt single resonant
circuit is adopted in shunt HAPF. DRPF gives three functions
for shunt HAPF: 1) low-impedance circuit for two specific
harmonics; 2) fixed reactive power compensation; 3) high
fundamental voltage dividing ability. Taking phase A as an
example, its impedance transfer function is,

Z (s)

=
Li1as/Ci1as

1/Ci1as+ Li1as
+

1

Ci2as
+ Li2as

=
Li1aLi2aCi1aCi2as

4+(Li1aCi1a+Li2aCi2a+Li1aCi2a) s
2+1

Li1aCi1aCi2as3+Ci2as
(20)

Fig. 10 shows bode plot of Z (s), it can be observed that Z (s)
has two minimum and one maximum at the series resonant
frequencies f1, f2 and shunt resonant frequency fr, respec-
tively. In order to obtain satisfactory filtering characteristics
at f1 and f2, fr is recommended to be set as (f1 + f2)/2.

When the DRPF occurs series resonance, it can be obtained
that,

Z (ω) = −j
Li1aLi2aCi1aCi2aω

4

Ci2aω − Li1aCi1aCi2aω3

+
1 − (Li1aCi1a+Li2aCi2a+Li1aCi2a) ω2

Ci2aω−Li1aCi1aCi2aω3
=0 (21)

The resonant angular frequency ω1, ω2 can further be
expressed as follows:











ω2
1 + ω2

2 =
Li1aCi1a + Li2aCi2a + Li1aCi2a

Li1aLi2aCi1aCi2a

ω2
1ω

2
2 =

1

Li1aLi2aCi1aCi2a

(22)

When the DRPF occurs parallel resonance, the reference
resonant angular frequency ωr can be deduced as,

ω2
r = Li1aCi1a (23)

If the demanded reactive power is Qc, the fundamental
impedance is, where ωf is the fundamental angular frequency
andUph is input phase voltage RMS of the DRPF. Combining
(22), (23) with (24), as shown at the bottom of the next page,
it can be figured out that,
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FIGURE 8. Control diagram of series APF.

FIGURE 9. Winding arrangement in sectional view.

Ci2a =
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) (25)

Consequently, design rule of Li2a, Li1a and Ci1a can be
obtained from (22), (23) and (25),
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(26)

C. LCR-LPF DESIGN FOR SERIES APF

LCR-LPF is utilized to reduce the high order harmonics in the
injected voltages of series APF. The voltage transfer function
between inverter voltage and compensation voltage is,

Gv (s) =
RuCus+ 1

LuCus2 + RuCus+ 1
(27)

And the resonance frequency is,

fr =
1

2π
√
LuCu

(28)

FIGURE 10. Bode plot of Z(s).

The design of inductor Lu is the same as the conventional LCL
filters, and its value is depend on the bandwidth and filtering
performance at low frequency.

When the required compensation harmonic frequency frch
is assigned, fr should meet the constraint that: frch < fr < fs/2.
And then, Lu and Cu can be figured out by the above expres-
sions. Moreover, Ru affects the system stability and harmonic
tracking ability, a tradeoff between these two aspects should
be made in the choice of Ru.

VI. SIMULATION STUDY

The performance of the proposed IH-UPQC is evaluated
in 10kV/0.4kV distribution network by MATLAB/Simulink.
The simulation topology is shown in Fig. 11.

The IH-UPQC system is connected between bus A and
bus B and in front of a set of nonlinear loads. A thyristor
control type converter with RL load is used to simulate the
nonlinear load and the angle of trigger is 20◦. The system
parameters, IFT parameters and control parameters are listed
in Table 1. The system parameter is based on the real dis-
tribution networks and calculated by Eq.(20)- Eq.(28). IFT
parameters are chosen by transformer design method and
control parameters are chosen by control performance and
system stability. The following typical cases are investigated
in detail.

Z
(

ωf
)

= −j
U2
ph

Qc

= −j
Li1aLi2aCi1aCi2aω

4
f − (Li1aCi1a + Li2aCi2a + Li1aCi2a) ω2

f + 1

−Li1aCi1aCi2aω
3
f + Ci2aωf

(24)
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TABLE 1. Simulation parameters.

FIGURE 11. Simulation topology.

A. SIMULANEOUS GRID VOLTAGE AND LOAD CURRENT

HARMONICS COMPENSATION

The performance of IH-UPQC under the condition of
grid voltages distortion and nonlinear loads is illustrated
in Fig 12. In this condition, distorted grid voltages with char-
acteristic harmonics of 5th, 7th, 11th and 13th are deliberately
introduced. The diode rectifier with RL load is also consid-
ered in the system. The distorted grid voltage and load cur-
rent waveforms are given in Fig. 12(a) and (d), respectively.
As viewed from Fig. 12(b) and (e), with the IH-UPQC in
operation, source currents and load voltages become smooth
and sinusoidal. In Fig.12 (g), it is also noticed that both of
the splitting NP voltages are regulated at reference value
200 V, which verifies the effectiveness of NP voltage balance
method.

For better visualization of compensation performance, Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) analysis of the load voltage and grid
current are shown in Fig. 13. Fig. 13 demonstrates that 5th,
7th, 11th and 13th harmonics are eliminated close to zero, and
Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) of load voltage and grid
current are decreased from 13.51% to 2.53% and 25.78% and
4.64%, respectively.

FIGURE 12. Harmonic compensation for grid voltage and load current.
(a) Grid phase voltages (b) Load phase voltages (c) Output compensation
voltages (d) Load currents, (e) Grid currents (f) Output compensation
currents (g) Splitting DC-link voltages.

FIGURE 13. FFT analysis of phase A grid voltage and load current before
and after compensation. (a) Grid phase voltages (b) Load currents.

B. ASYMMETEIC VOLTAGE SAG AND SWELL

COMPENSATION

The performance of IH-UPQC under asymmetric voltage sag
and swell are given in Fig 14 and Fig 15, respectively.
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FIGURE 14. Voltage sag compensation. (a) Grid phase voltages (b) Output
compensation voltages (c) Load voltages (d) Splitting DC-link
voltages.

FIGURE 15. Voltage swell compensation. (a) Grid phase voltages
(b) Output compensation voltages (c) Load voltages (d) Splitting
DC-link voltages.

For voltage sag condition, unbalanced grid voltages with
a 20% sag on phase A and C and a 10% sag on phase B
are introduced at 0.4s. Similarly, for voltage swell condi-
tion, unbalanced grid voltages with a 20% swell on phase
A and a 10% swell on phase B and C are introduced at
0.4s. A pure resistive load is considered in the two condi-
tions. As shown in Fig. 14(b) and Fig. 15(b), the IH-UPQC
acts immediately to inject appropriate compensating voltages
after voltage sag/swell occurs. Consequently, the load volt-
ages are regulated balanced and at the rated value, which can
be noticed from Fig. 14(c) and Fig. 15(c). In Fig. 14(d) and
Fig. 15(d), both of the splitting NP voltages are maintained
at reference value of 400 V within 3% overshoot in two
cycles. It is evident that the IH-UPQC is able to maintain
the load voltage at its rated value under 20% sag and swell
condition.

FIGURE 16. Dynamic performance of the IH-UPQC under sudden load
change. (a) Grid phase voltages (b) Load phase voltages (c) Output
compensation voltages (d) Load currents (e) Grid currents (f) Output
compensation currents (g) Splitting DC-link voltages.

C. DYNAMIC RESPONSE OF SUDDEN LOAD CHANGE

This dynamic response is examined in harmonic, unbalance
and sag grid voltage with nonlinear load followed by RL load,
as it is a more challenging scenario.

As shown in Fig. 16(a), the IH-UPQC puts into operation at
0.3s. Before 0.4s, the series APF regulates the load voltages
at the rated value and free of distortion in Fig. 16(b), while
the shunt HAPF outputs reference current to isolate harmonic
currents from flowing into grid shown in Fig. 16(e). At 0.4s,
an extra resistive load is suddenly connected in parallel with
the nonlinear load, which gives birth to a load current ampli-
tudes increase shown in Fig. 16(d). From Fig.16(c) and (f),
it can be observed that the output voltages and currents of
IH-UPQC do not change with load active power increasing.
The changing process of grid current and DC-link voltage
are satisfactory: within 3% overshoot and 2 cycles’ response
time, which can be observed from Fig. 16(e) and (g). The
sudden load change does not impose any considerable effect
on DC-link voltage. It is evident that the changeover from
one operating condition to another is smooth, the IH-UPQC
maintain excellent compensation performance irrespective of
load change.

To clearly recognize the power variation under load
change, the active and reactive power relationships are shown
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FIGURE 17. Power waveform of grid and load. (a) Normalized phase A
voltage, grid current, load current (b) Active power (c) Reactive power.

in Fig. 17. As shown in Fig. 17(a) and (c), before load change,
the grid voltage and current are in phase, the grid instan-
taneous reactive power are stabilized around zero, which
means that the load reactive power demand is supplied by
the shunt HAPF. In Fig.17, load instantaneous active and
reactive power are fluctuant due to the distorted load currents.
After load change, the load fundamental active power is still
approximately equal to grid instantaneous active power, and
grid instantaneous reactive power is approximately equal to
zero, which once again strengthens that IH-UPQC do not
influence active power flow and it mainly output reactive and
harmonic currents.
The simulation indicators are summarized in Table 2. Com-

pensation Rate indicates load voltage deviate from nominal
voltage after compensation.

TABLE 2. Simulation indices.

D. COMPARISON RESULTS BETWEEN IH-UPQC

AND THE CONVENTIONAL UPQC

To elaborate the suitability and ability of replacing conven-
tional UPQC with this approach, this subsection gives out the
comparison results between IH-UPQC and the conventional
UPQC.
As shown in Fig. 18, subscript 1 and 2 represents IH-UPQC

and the conventional UPQC, respectively. Grid voltage and
load condition are same as the aforementioned conditions.
It can be figured out that IH-UPQC can obtain similar steady

FIGURE 18. Comparison results under sudden load change. (a) Load
phase voltages of IH-UPQC (b) Load phase voltages of conventional UPQC
(c) Grid currents of IH-UPQC (d) Grid currents of conventional UPQC
(e) DC link voltages of H-UPQC (f) DC link voltage of conventional UPQC.

FIGURE 19. Comparison results of reactive power compensation
(a) Normalized phase A voltage, grid current, load current of IH-UPQC
(b) Normalized phase A voltage, grid current, load current of conventional
UPQC.

compensation performance with conventional UPQC. While
the conventional UPQC obtains higher overshoot and reg-
ulating time than IH-UPQC in voltage compensation and
DC voltage regulation. Moreover, IH-UPQC just require half
DC-link voltage of conventional UPQC. In Fig. 19, IH-UPQC
has another advantage that it can compensate reactive power
without increasing inverters capacity.

The cost of IH-UPQC mainly contains IFT, series trans-
former, back-to-back inverter, passive hybrid filter. In dis-
tribution networks, the cost of distribution transformer in
traditional transformer gives a little lower price than IFT,
while the higher capacity back-to-back inverter are more
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expensive than hybrid back-to-back inverter. Thus, IH-UPQC
has suitability and ability for replacing traditional UPQC in
medium-voltage scenario.

VII. CONCLUSION

This article proposes an IH-UPQC to improve grid PQ and
provide premium power supply for sensitive NL and REG
in medium-voltage park. Different from the conventional
UPQC, the IH-UPQC integrates shunt HAPF with IFT to
implement inductive filtering, which is rewarding to reduce
adverse effects of harmonics on the transformer and ben-
eficial to system stability. The three-phase equivalent cir-
cuit and mathematical model are established to clarify the
mechanism of harmonic suppression and voltage regulation,
the realization aspects of control strategy and main circuit
components design are discussed. The simulation results indi-
cate that the IH-UPQC not only suppresses harmonics and
compensates reactive power near the harmonic source, but
also compensate grid voltage harmonics, unbalance and sag
simultaneously, which makes the overall distribution power
system more clean and healthy. The proposed method has
a wide application potentials in industrial DC power supply
system, REG systems and HVDC transmission system.
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